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Suffo,Ik Initiates
Canadian Lit. Course
Stanley Vogel, were made by Dr.
Rudy Kikel and Dr. Boutelle. Vogel
Suffolk and Harvard Universities said the Council has been helpful in
will lead the New England area this many ways and cited the donation
spring with courses in Canadian as well as efforts to enable Suffolk
literature added to their curricula . students to attend lectures at HarThe Suffolk course will be Eng. vard this spring.
4.45 , "New Found Lands: Canadian
Speakers at the lectures will inLiterature," and will be taught by clude Margaret Atwood, poet and
Dr. Ann Boutelle. ·
author of Survival, which appears
In recognition of this course, the in the collection; Marshall
Canada Council of Arts has given McLuhan, noted theorist on the
the Suffolk library a collection of media and author of The Medium Is
some 200 books written and the , Message; Marine Leland,
published by Canadians, which founder of the Canadian Studies
depict Canadian life in various Program at Smith College; Hugh
ways. The collection, which Presi- MacLennan, novelist; Northrup
dent Fulham feels is "apropos for Frye, critic; and Brian Parker,
Suffolk, because a large number of dramatist and founder of the
the New England population has its Drama Center in Toronto.
antecedents from Nova Scotia and
The collection came in a "packet"
other Canadian provinces," will be of 197 paperback and hardcover
available for circulation soon. It books dealing with non-fiction,
was recently accessioned (officially drama, children's books, fiction and
received) by library aide Janice reference material. Similar
Fennell.
"packets" have been given to other
A luncheon was held on October area schools.
22 for Canadian Consul J.L. Delisle
"The books are ready for general
and was attended by Fulham, Dr. library circulation," Hamann exVogel, Dr. Kikel, and Dr. Boutelle of plained. " ... and will be kept apart
the English Department, Dr. from the other books. It has been
Boudreau of the Modern Languages put temporarily on a book truck that
Department, and College Librarian will be marked and displayed in the
Edmund Hamann. Fulham said the reading room."
luncheon was given in appreciation
Hamann was pleased with donaof the gift.
tion and noted that there are few
Fulham elaborated on the course, reference books on Canada in the
"I think it's a whale of an idea. It's library. Jim Coleman, Reference
about time we recognized the Librarian, also noted that in the
authors north of the border."
collection "there is a continuous
Arrangements for the donation,
theme of questioning whether
according to Department Chairman
(Continued on Page 4)

by Brian Walker

Canadian literature collection perused by (I. tor.) Dr. Vogel, Canada Consul J.L. Delisle, Dr. Kikel and Dr. Boutelle.

Mass. Press Seminar
Focuses On Advertising
by Rick Saia
The Massachusetts Press Association, in conjunction with Suffolk
University's Department of Journalism, held the first in a series of
conferences last Saturday in the
Archer Building.
Approximately 70 (including
some 51 journalists from throughout
the state) assembled in Room A-24
at 10:00 a.m. for discussion and
comment on "How to Increase
Local Advertising Revenue."
Discussion was led by a panel consisting of Suffolk Marketing Department professors Anthony G. Eonas
and Joseph P. Vaccaro, Mr. Gerald
Sussman and Mr. Gale Foster , an
ex-advertising manager for a
newsweekly in Joliet, Illinois. The
panel members off~red their views
on ways of improving and utilizing
various advertising methods for
their newspapers.
Following lunch, the meeting
reconvened at 1 :30 with a talk by
Suffolk Law School professor Alexander Cella on the meaning and impact of journalistic coverage conce rning the Massachusetts OpenMeeting Law , which goes into effect
January 1, 1976.
Professor Cella noted that, by the
new law, journalists will be
allowed at open meetings and that
anyone will be able to tape or
record an open meeting.
"Update One," as it was termed,
concluded with a Sherry Hour from

3:00-4:00 p.m.
The MPA-Suffolk affiliation
began last January after the
association's choice of Suffolk over
the University of Massachusetts
(Amherst). According to association
President Albert Sylvia, the Journalism Department showed "great
enthusiasm" for the decision. After
President Fulham's approval, the
"linkage" was made and MPA had
its first college affiliate.
Since the incorporation of the
New England Press Association, the
Massachusetts Press Association
has been dwindling in recent years.
Ironically, some MPA members are
also members of the New England
Press Association.
Within the past two months,
Professor Barach has obtained
some 15-20 journalism students as
MPA aides to assist in the operation
a n d h el p p u·t o u t a p e r i o di c
newsletter. Future plans for aides
include possible internship
programs at various state
newspapers, scholarships, and the
availability of a potential job
market.
It was revealed that MPA
members will judge the seventh annual High School Journalism competition held at Suffolk during the
first three months of 1976.
The Massachusetts Press Association is happy about the affiliation
and looks for a good union with the Canada Consul Delisle shows books to Dr. Vogel (left) and Suffolk PresiJournalism Department.
dent Fulham.
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Ieditorial----"And I'm sure it wouldn't interest anybody outside of a small
circle of friends."
- Phil Ochs
"Outside of a
Small Circle of Friends"
Space! It's been a while since that cry has been heard in the narrow
halls of Suffolk. How many times have you heard the term "Suffolkation"
in the last month?
·
Not ve~y often.
Students have become content to sit on their laurels ... in the hallway
or on the floor. The momentum created by several hundred people voicing
their indignation has fallen to the point of being no longer existent. Midterms and papers have superceded this concern ~mt that is not the only
_reason.
The people who run this institution (whoever they are) acted on one
hypothesis; the students will take anything you throw at them if just given·
a little time. Theytre right.
However there are some people who feel that their right to be educated
in at least reasonable comfort is important. There is work being done, but
as one of the. people who is still involved said, "We are making some
headway, but nobody is bitching anymore."
Well, bitch! You don't have to do any real work, just drop a note, make a
phone call or write a letter to the Journal but, for God's sake, let the decision makers know that we don't like their decisions and those who have
taken the initiative that there are people behind them, at least in spirit.

letters-~-----TO ALL SUFFOLK
UNDERGRADUATES
The Public Relations Committee
would like to thank the many
students who took the time to write
out their grievances and put them
in the complaint boxes. The large
outcome of these complaints show
that Suffolk students do have valid
com·plaints and want solutions to
these complaints.
Presently, the Public Relations
Committee is investigating all the
viable complaints that you , the Suffolk student, have written and will
keep you posted on the accomplishments that we have made .
Remember that nothing can be
accomplished unless we hear from
you. So please -write· out your complaiQts ~,nd drop .them· in one of-the
complaint b·oxes a,roun<l" _the
Univ~rsity,
·
·,
John Bartley
Public Relations
Committee Chairperson
Dear Edi tor:
Susan Beland's article in your
October 31 issue was entertaining.
and feminists are, no less than
anyone else, fair game for satire.
BUT. Must the word feminist
always be preceded by the word
radical?
I take exception to a parenthetic
statement Ms. Beland made, as
follows: "Those physical savage
female types might even pull off
tvfae West or Marilyn Monroe {as
long as no radical feminists attend
the party that is - it's too bad for
the image, you know)."
The term radical feminist, as
used. at this University, connotes
troublemakers. It is used to
separate those who act upon their
principles from those who may support them. The majority of women
at this University support, in
thought at least, some principle or
principles of feminism. It is not in
their own best interest, then, to
ridicule those women who have
acted overtly, as silly "radicals"
h h VP. g
h1P.
P.·r
es

only to establish an "image."
I hope Ms. Beland and others will
think about this. Women are going
through a difficult time in this city
and in this University.
Also, please thinl< about this. The
feminists' sensitivity to caricatures
of Marilyn Monroe doesn't stem
from the need for an image. If I
compare myself with MM, most
people will immediately begin comparing breast size. But there is
something of me (and you) in that
woman who couldn't convince the
world that a mind, beyond that of a
child, existed within that body.
In a grisly poem beginning with
the lines, "I have come to claim/
Marilyn Monroe's body/ for the
sake of my own;" poet Judy Grahn
states the feminist's anger. The
poem des·erves to . be read, dfacussed and reread, until the full .
horror of its meaning is grasped,
but it includes the lines:
Long ago you wanted to
write poems.
·serious, Marilyn
I
going to take you in
this paper sack ,
around the world, and
write on it: - the poems of '
"· Marilyn Monroe - · ·
Dedicated to all princes,
the male poe~s who were .so
sorry to ·see you go,
before they had a crack
at'you.
They wept for yoU,, and also
they wanted_to stuff you
while you had a Httle
meat left
in useful places;
but they were too slow.
The anger in the poem is apparent; it is also apparent to whom
it is aimed. There is no anger for
Marilyn Monroe. Nor for any
woman.
Barbara Ochs
Junior, CLAS
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Dear Editor,
While reading the article on the
, 'r. f
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the latest Journal (10/31/75), we
feel that the usually perceptive
Journal reporters neglected to
relate all the facts in ref ere nee to
the Homecoming Activities. There
were three fraternal organizations
participating in .t hese proceedings,
not only one as previously reported .
We would like -to bring to your
aUention the fact that the members
of Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority and
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity also
took part in the day's events.
Thank you
The Members of Phi Sigma
Sigma Gamma Beta
Chapter - RL 16

GRAPHIC ARTIST
NEEDED!
The Journal is looking
for talented people to
contribute illustrations.
Anyone with this ability
that is interested.
contact Mark Rogers
atR.L.19.

Suffolk House·s
Consumer Affairs
SUN - The university has given a
new home to the Consumer Affairs
Foundation.
.The CAF, established in.1972 as a
non-profit charitable and
educational foundation, will be
housed · on the first floor of the
College of Business Administration
on Mt. Vernon Street. It previously
was located at 150 Tremont St.,
Boston in offices of the Better
Business Bureau of Eastern Massachusetts.
Leonard L. Sanders, president of
the CAF, envisions new course outlines and resource materials for
high schools as a result of the new

relationship with Suffolk' s Institute
for Business Management. Also envisioned is the development of a
series of seminars and courses for
consumer affairs professionals.
Dean Richard L. McDowell. hailing the .agreement, said that "both
the Foundation ·and the university
will be better equipped to serve
business and the public as ·a result
of the agreement."
Prof. Anthony Eonas, chairman of
Suffolk's marketing department,
has been appointed liaison
between the Foundation staff and
1

•
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commentary-----

$33,500,000
1'-CLAIIIED SCHOLARSHIPS
Qver $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, pants, aids, and
fellowships ra111i111 from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these

Hello Mike it's me - Abe
by Bob Reardon
Recently, Governor Michael
Dukakis received a collect call from
the area of New York City. It had
been a busy day on "the Hill" but
he took the call anyway, being the
sport that he is.
"Hello," answered the Governor.
"Mr. Dukakis, will you accept the
charges for a long distance call. It's
Abe Hearne," said a piercing voice.
"Hi, Mike. It's me - Abe," said a
distant voice. . .
"Sir, you will have to accept the ·
charges first. If not, I'll havf,' to disconnect you," said the opP /itor.
Dukakis scratched hii:; . ~lead and
pondered the question . 'lor a mo- .
ment.
"Yes. I'll accept them," he
replied.
"Are you sure? After all you
know the state Hearne is in,"
questioned the operator.
"Yes. Yes," reiterated Dukakis.
"Very well," the voice conceded.
"Mayor Hearne, go ahead."
"Hi, Mike," Beame said excitedly. He finally found someone who
would accept the charges.
"How are ya, Abe," Dukakis said
as -he tossed an autographed Red
Sox ball in the air.

WarHorse1

"Fine, Mike," Hearne said, "but
I'm calling to talk serious business."
"Sure, Abe, go ahead. I'm all
ears," Dukakis said as the ball he
was tossing knocked over his pieture of Elliot Gould from M.A.S.H. .
"I've heard you're going down
the drain too," Abe laughed. "Seeing that we are neighbors of sorts,
maybe we could become par.tners."
"And what - secede?" Dukakis
screamed, jumping up and saluting
the American flag ~esi_de hi~ de~~.
"No, No." Abe said, trying to console the patriotic governor. "I mean
to devise a plan to get some· money
from New Jersey."
"Well, Abe, to be honest, the way
things are in the Bay State is in trouble - but I've found a solution."
"Well, what is it?" pleaded
Hearne. "We can still become
partners. Oh! Please, Mike tell me."
"O.K. Abe. but this is top secret,"
Dukakis whispered. "Two months
a·go we sold half of downtown
Boston to the Arabs."
"Yeah, so what," interrupted the
New York mayor.
"Damn it, let me finish, will ya,
Abe? You're always butting in."
'Tm sorry," Hearne said as his
voice cracked.

sources researched and . compiled as of September 5, 1975.
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------------------~-------"O.K., now where was I," himself on the back.
Dukakis said.
"Will they do it for me?"
"The Arabs buying Boston,"
"Yeah, probably. Give me your
Hearne said in an attempt to be number and I'll call you back
helpful.
later."
"See, there you are again, Abe,"
"Sorry, Mike, the telephone comDukakis said. "If you want to be in pany cancelled my phone because I
on it, be quiet.".
couldn't make payments. But I'll
Hearne didn't say a word, so the call you later," Hearne said sadly.
Massachusetts governor continued.
"O.K. Abe. About 4:00?"
"Well, anyways, to make a long
"Sure," Dukakis said. Hesitating,
story short, they have also agreed to he added, "I held out for a while
buy the whole state."
and made a little something for
"That sounds great," Bea me myself.
shouted.
"Yeah? What?"
"Yeah, it was pretty nice of
"A pre-paid subway pass for the
them," Dukakis said as he slapped rest of my life," Dukakis gloated.

Higher Education 0

ad ministration, faculty and
by Penny Witt
For those that doubt the stimulus students.
She noted that others at the
of the Fourth Estate and the fumblseminar (one most "eloquent" in
ing fury of the Great War Horse speech), were also opposed to the
TAKE HEED.
It is the prevalent assumption demand. They were informed that
that it all started with Jack Ander- this was a federal rule and "what
son. Last May that notorious "watch your administration, faculty, and
dog" discovered that the Veterans students want, doesn't matter."
The representatives present at
Administration was getting
"ripped ... off' for over 77 thousand the seminar were given 90. days to
dollars - at the Universf ty of implement a plan to obtain these
Maryland alone. :The- culprits were progress standards and . told that
guide lines would be sent to each of
veterans.
lll'. .
Some .veterans have been apply- them to assist i-n the proper iming for money. According to · Rick plementation.
Brophey, Veteran's Representative
The guide lines, Ms. Hefron
on Campus, the majority of .these revealed, were never sent. She also
benefits range between $270 and noted that, although she had filled
$320 a month, the first two months out a 3x5 card to signify her attendance at the seminar, the VA later
paid upon registration.
sent
her a letter asking why she
Although collection processes
have supposedly been in effect for wasn't there.
The clout behind this federal
over thirty years within the VA, it
took the "gadfly press" to get the order is in ,the form of a. reprisal.
old horse galloping. And gallop it The VA will allow two-and-a-half
days absence a month and a statedid ...
By mid-July of this year, the VA ment of satisfactory p.rogress from
called a seminar of University the school. If the VA finds the
Veteran Coordinating Officers veteran delinquent in these reand/or Registrars. Veteran quirements, it may attempt to
representatives were not invited collect tuition from the veteran. If
(nor informed). This was not a re- the VA cannot collect from the
quest to universities but an order .
veteran, it may collect from the inThe VA calls its solution to the stitution.
Although Suffolk is making the
problem "School Standards of
best of a poor situation, there is
Progress.''
"We call it 'attendance,'" said confirmed evidence of the "domino
Mary Hefron, Suffolk's Registrar. effect" of reprisals in some in"The school is required to report to stitutions. Emerson College has
the VA on each veteran's progress threatened to make the professors
in terms of attendance."
themselves pay if a veteran
Ms. Hefron said she attempted to defaults on payments through nonexplain that it is not Suffolk's policy attendance.
At Suffolk, ·the Registrar's office
to take attendance,- and she had no
authority to demand attendance, is meeting the minimum resince it had to be voted on by the- quirements acceptable to the VA.

Each month professors with
veterans in their courses must submit a "Veterans Administration
Attendance and Progress Report,"
writing the Veteran's name, the
number of missed classes, and under the title "Progress," they must
check "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory."
There are . still lockers left in the
Archer and Fenton Buildings. To obtain a locker come down to the Student Activities Office (RS). The fee for
a locker for the academic school year
is $3.00.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

....

LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

r~m

Boston Dwntn (817) 531-1440
Boston
Canton (617) 538-1440
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUO[N'': REPRESENT

1/3 oFUSA

COMPLAINTS
Somebody
is listening. The SGA
Public Relations Committee
has been working
on your complaints.
Don't You Have
Anymore?
Rip this section out
with any
and all complaints
and throw them into
Your complaint boxes
now!

The Journal needs advertising salesmen to work on a commission basis. A
meeting will be held on Thursday, November 13 at 1:00 in the Journal office. If you
can't attend, leave your name and number at RL 19. · · ·
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Willie Mae Reid

The Socialist Worker
by Brian Walker
"The government should provide
free education for whoever wants it
for as long as they want it ... right
through college," Willie Mae Reid,
vice presidential candidate,
appealed to a group of Suffolk
students during her speech on "The
Socialist Answer to Racism and the
Economic Crisis ." "We need
educated _people to run this
society," she said, "Cutting back on
. funds to colleges is unrealistic in
light of the expansion of ·o ur
economy."
At the October 23 address, Ms.
Reid outlined the "Bill of Rights for
Working People" which her
Socialist Workers Party uses for a
campaign program. This Bill of
Rights contains eight articles: 1) the
Right to a Job, 2) the Right to an
Adequate Income, 3) the Right to
Free Education, 4) the Right to Free
Medical Care, . 5) the Right to
Secure Retirement, 6) the Right to
Know the Truth about Economic
and Political Policies that Affect
Our Lives, 7) the Right of Oppressed National Minorities to Control Their Own Affairs, and 8) the
Right to Decide Economic and
Political Policy.
Willie Mae Reid gained minor
fame when "she became the first
Black woman to run for mayor of
Chicago and the first independent

candidate to meet the stringent requirements to get on the ballot in 40
years, collecting over 65,000
signatures from Chicago voters,"
according to flyers that were circulated throughout the university.
"Human progress under the present economic system cannot continue," Ms. Reid observed . "Look at
the budget - it's a list of priorities
that makes human needs tho~e that
are cut out. They are down at the
bottom of the list. There is no war,
but the biggest item on the list is the
military.
"We have a crisis in housing,
jobs, and schools," she continued.
"Our number one priority should
be a massive job movement. We
need jobs that provide wages for
an adequate means of living. The
cost of living means we should be
making more than $2.10 an hour.
The government should finance
employment with the military
budget.
"Old people work for years - it's
scandalous that cutbacks have
reduced them to slavery almost,
rummaging for food. They have
given their entire gut life and now
are expected to believe that
Medicare and Social Security are
luxuries."
,
Ms. Reid made further observations on the economy and some
on political by-play.

· "All social needs should be dealt
with in the same way as health you don't wait until you have
money in the bank to breaR your toe
or catch a cold. Money doesn't dictate when we need medical care.
Society and the environment won't
wait until we have money set aside,
The only way to deal with it is to
provide free services.
"In · this country, women lose
their worth at age 25. Women aren't
looked at as people yet, but they are
the majority. They make up 51 %, of
the population.
"Politicians draw off on the
woman's issue for their elections
and take adva ntage of an organized
center of change to maintain the
status quo. They confuse .people to
make sure that they will be reluctant to organize."
Busing and Racism became her
next focal point.
"Ford says civil rights is a disill us ion men t ... I'm not disillusioned. The vast majority of
people who are opposed to busing
are opposed to the violence of
racism.
"Racism is an economic means of
insuring that corporations are going
to make a profit ... in salaries
alone. The pattern of separation
that locks people into categories is
advantageous to corporations."Busing has to be dealt with. It is
1

Ms. Reid, Socialist Worker Party
Vice Presidential Candidate.
essential to provide access to the
facilities that are needed. We want
equal schools. Quality can be dealt
with later ... only the rich have
quality.
"In the White House, they have a
ventriloquist act ... I've already
pointed out the dummy. We must
let Ford and others know that
school desegregation is the law of
the land. We want federal troops to
enforce that law."
Ms. Reid stressed the importance
of passing the Equal Rights amendment and contended that the ma- .
jority of citizens are in favor of its
passage. When one person asked
for proof, she pointed out that 36
states have voted in favor of it and
only four more states are ne·eded.

Ms. Dunn Directs
1

1

Purgatory in the Auditorium

by Mary Griff in

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

~~~~~~

CPA
REVIEW
Boeton-Dwntn (617) 536-1440
Boston
Canton (617) 536-1440
COURSES BEGIN MAY 26 & NOV. 24

SALE!
Odds and Ends!!
Books - T Shirts
Toys -Puzzles
Gift Stationery

While They Last!!

Suffolk
University
Bookstore

William Butler Yeats' Purgatory,
under the direction of Christine
Dunn, will be performed by a group
of former Suffolk students on
December 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium.
Christine Dunn is a senior at Suffolk University majoring in drama.
In last year's production of Sandbox, she portrayed the character of
the grandmother.
Ms. Dunn explained that she
visualized the performance while
reading the play for an assignment
in her Modern British Poet_ry class.
She saw a similarity between
Purgatory and Beckett's Waiting for
Godot and felt that she could show
this similarity in a performance.
She had not begun to think seriously of directing the play until it was
suggested as a project by her
professor, Dr. Ann Boutelle. Upon
further consideration she decided
the similarity was not consistent.
Last year Ms. Dunn directed
another play, Picnic on the
Battlefield, as a class project for a
"Theatre of the Absurd" course.
Unlike last year's play, which was
presented in a classroom, Ms. Dunn
believes that Purgatory would be
realized better if it was presented
in a theatre or auditorium. The
biggest problem she faced was obtaining the auditorium.
She expressed that there are
different ways to handle the
production, especially with good
music and · background. Ms. Dunn
feels the play can be effectively
done through her approach. She
plans to give more stage direction
1

l

•

, 1

marriage to a common heavy- background. The play's flexibility
drinking jockey . Secondly, he even allows for a "no budget"
desires to ease his dead mother's production, such as hers. The play
grief by stopping her further will have very few props and the
cast will provide their own
reenactments of the scene.
"He attempts to accomplish both costumes. The costumes will porby killing his son. Afterwards he tray no particular era, but they will
discovers he can only accomplish · give the impression that the time in
his first objective. He realizes that which the play takes place is not
as an outsider to the event, he can- modern day.
In Purgatory, Yeats' deals with
not prevent it. He then becomes
frustrated and despairing." Ms. his own ideas and feelings that
Dunn claimed tha,.t she was im- souls must "Relive their sins .not
pressed with the play because of once, but many times," comes
the numerous valid interpretations clearly across.
1
Ms. Dunn also expressed her
that it leaves open.
The cast is made up of four ideas about the play by saying,
former Suffolk students: Steve "The Old Man has returned to the
Alexander, Michael Tunner, Gary scene of his conception for two
Anderson, Leslie Colburn, reasons. First, the Old Man intends
Christine · Callahan. Rehearsals to end his mother's aristocratic
begin November 20.
family, which was disgraced by her

... canadian
(Continued from P'age 1)
Canada is a r.ountry within itself or
an adjunct of the United States."
Dr. Boutelle explained the texts
for the course will include an
anthology of 18th to 20th century
prose and poetry and several
mode·rn Canadian novels, like The
· Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz
by Mordecai Richler.
"In the course, the students and I
will find out what 's happening up
there. It isn't the quality of the
The

"Chalk Garden"
performances sch eduled
for thi s w eekend
have been can celled.

writing that has held back Canadian writers as much as the attitude
of critics." In emphasis, she said,
"Mordecai Richler would have
been famous sooner if he were not
Canadian."
Dr. Boutelle related her Scottish
ancestry with the Canadian writers,
echoing Coleman's statement, "I'm
in a position to sympathize with the
plight of the Canadian writer,
because it is similar to that of
Scotland. Both countries are
geographically north of a country
that is more vociferous and more
powerful."
As part of the course, students
will attend the Harvard lectures
and be encouraged to peruse the
~~

...

~~11~~•:~~
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Journal Convinces SGA, Will Attend Retreat
by Debbie Burke
The unanimous decision which
denied the Journal access to the
November 7-9 Student Government
Retreat was reversed Tuesday. In a
13-3-1 vote, the SCA decided to
allow two staff members to attend
the three-day workshop in an
attempt to encourage , better comm uni ca ti on b-etween the two
organizations. This marks the first
time that a Journal member has
been invited since former editor
Peter Butterfield attended in 1972.
Initiating the discussion was Journal member Phil Santoro, who
reasoned thatthe newspaper should
be allowed to cover the event in
order "to close the present communications gap."
Santoro, assisted by Editor Mark
Rogers, explained that the Journal
wished to engage in a rap-session
with the SCA to work out any
grievances between the two bodies.

A discussion emerged amongst
some of the SCA members that the
newspaper representatives could
attend, but should be restricted
from certain session~ that aired
"personal" matters.
However, Freshman President
Marty Davis explained, "The Journal should cover the entire event:"
Pat Mullin continued further, "We
have nothing t □- hide, so why not let
the newspaper cover all the
sessions?"
The decision to impose certain
guidelines on what and what should
not be said (prior restraint?) by the
newspaper was denounced.
The Journal will have· access to
the retreat, but with one
stipulation: as stated by President
Chris Spinazzola, The executive
board if necessary can sit down
with the Journal members and discuss whether or not certain issues
(mainly personal) should be
11

printed."
The meeting continued. Chairman of the Social Committee,
Karen Kelleher announced that the
Halloween Party, held on October
30 at Joe's Place, made $407.25 but
yielded a deficit of $947.75. Furthermore, she added, "Joe's Place has
been closed down since then
because of unsanitary i::onditions."
Ms. Kelleher hinted that such a
loss might force the SCA to charge
for the Christmas Party tickets.
However, no definite decisions
regarding a possible fee have been
made.
She then requested the allocation
of $500 for the purpose of block
booking at the upcoming NEC convention. The SGA approved the
request
. Mike Powers; Chairman of the
Rathskeller Committee, announced
that a profit of $430 had been made
at the October 31 Rathskeller. "We

ran out of beer by 5:15 pm. Nine
kegs of beer went in 2½ hours. The
attendance of 700 persons was not
expected."
Asked if there was any way ,of
assuring that the liquor supply
would not run out, Powers said that
it would be impossible to have
shipments on Friday afternoons to
replenish the supply. However he
agreed to look into the possibility of
having additional beer fout of kegs)
delivered besides the beer in kegs.
Rathskellers will be held every
other Friday afternoon until
December 19 in the Donahue
Cafeteria.
Pat Mullin, Chairman of the Film
Committee, announced that
Friday's film, "Pink Flamingos,"
costing $200 made $201.
Another item, aired at the
meeting, concerned the confusion
over the President's Council's
(Continued on Page 10)

Ford Hall Forum

Nora Ephron: l'm a·Journalist. .. a Woman"
11

by Maryalice Guilford
'Tm not a spokesperson for the
women's movement; I'm a journalist, I'm a woman - I've covered
them and I've written about them-I
think of myself as a feminist," Nora
Ephron, the Wellesley-educated
Esquire Magazine columnist,
debuted in the Forum as its last
guest speaker for the 1975 series at
Northeastern U. and spoke to an estimated audience of 1200, 75% of
which were women.
Her first book, Crazy Salad:
Some Things About Women, was
published recently.
Ms. Ephron told her audience she
became involved with the women's
movement 5 years ago and started
writing about women 3 years ago.
She feels some changes have occurred since then - abortion,
more of the "right kind of women
running for political office," and
changes within the movement
itself.
The women's movement began
· radical and angry; it is now in a
period of conJo'lidation, according
to Ms. Ephron. From her viewpoint,
it is useful to consider some of the
dilemmas "overlooked in a period
of being on the barricades," a time
when, "things are overstated in
order to change the way people
think - we change the laws and we
change attitudes."
·
Considering abortion as an example, she recalls a period of fighting
and demonstrating advocates telling non-believers that abortion is a
"universal therapeutic experience." Now that we have abortion in this country, she added, "we
can afford to be a Ii ttle more
realistic about some of the
questions it raises." Abortion, she
contends, is not a "universal
therapeutic experience", and there
is a small but significant number of
women "who find it very
traumatic." Because there is now a
law, she reports, adequately staffed
clinics have been established to
deal with the guilt that accompanies this decision for many. "We
couldn't even talk about that guilt
until we had the law-," she stated.
The 34-year-old divorcee addressed herself to a question often
asked by men - "Is there sex after

liberation?" Her answer to those
men - "nobody knows - it's a big
mystery.''
"It is difficult for me to see how
sexual behavior and relations
between the sexes can change at all
unless our sexual fantasies
change," she notes. "I wonder how
we will ever break free from all the
nonsense we grew up with -·
wonder if our fantasies can ever
catch up with what we all really
want for our lives," says the
fem in is t- au tho t ·. " Bu t my re a 1
question," she states, ''is whether
it's possible, having discarded the
fantasies, to discard the thinking
and expectations they represent."
Ms. Ephron doubts that women in
her generation will ever escape
from their own particular slave
mentality. In her mind, things may
go on as they are now, - "women
pulled between the intellectual attr action of. liberation and the
emotional psychological and
cultural mishmash it is hard to escape growing up with." Added to
this, she says, are "men trying to
cope with these two extremes and
with their own ambivalent
thoughts," and, she promises, "it's
not much fun this way, but at least
it's not boring."
At the start of her writing career
with Esquire, Nora Ephron
remembers a lot of people asking
her if she has problems writing
about women· in a men's magazine.
"I don't think of. Esquir~ as a men's
magazine," is her feeling, and her
problems writing about women are
more personal. The feministjournalist claims, as a newspaper
reporter, she had ".illusions about
objectivity and that thing which has
come to be known as participatory
journalism.''
The former New York Post
reporter recalls, "I believed that
reporters had no business getting
really involved in what they were
writing about - which did not
seem, by the way, to be a problem
for me at the time." She admits, "a
good part of the reason I became a
newspaper reporter was that I was
much too cynical and detached to
become involved in anything."
"I was temperamental and suited
to be a witness to events - or so I

told myself," she relates. There has
been a change, in her mind, and she
now feels, "I would still hate to be
described as a participatory journalist," but finds as a writer and a
feminist, "the two seem to be constantly in conflict."
Her commitment as a writer is "to
something that, God help me, I
think of as the truth." Her commitment as a f emin'i st is "to the
women's movement." For the
movement, "sisterhood," she feels,
is' good pnlitics but doesn't make for
"good criticism, honesty, or the
truth." She views many reporters in
this awkward position worrying

"too much about what the movement will think," and how, "what
we write will affect the
movement."
The women's movement is, she
maintains, "a very amorphous glob
of individual women and groups,"
disagreeing with each other. "I am
intelligent enough to know that
nothing I write really matters in a
significant way, and knowing this, I
worry," she adds.
As a writer and a feminist, she
claims, "when I manage from time
to time to overcome my political
views and get at the truth, I feel a
little better and worry some more."

tlASDE
' Recipe #.00008 .

}{LLOW SNOW:
1. Fill a glass with nice, clean snow.
(White only, please.)
2. Add Cuervo Gold Especial.
3. See it turn yellow?
4. Put a straw in and drink.
5. If snow is unavailable, use crushed ice.
Or, forget the snow, and just put a straw
in the bottle. Or forget the straw and
just pour some Gold in a glass. Or just
have some water. Must we make
all these decisions for you?

JOSE CUERVO®TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
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walden &minus o n e - - - - - - - - - - - - by Bob Carr
The Journal meeting was over. John
Dunne and I stepped out into the
Friday night noises on Cambridge
street. I took a deep breath of the
cold air. Hemingway was right,
autumn really was the best season-.
We walked across the street to
the Holiday Inn to see Jerry Quinn.
Jerry is a friend of John's. He has a
shop in the lobby where he sells
scrimshaw and other artwork. Jerry
said hello when we came in, then
he and John talked for a while
about a powder hdrn that John has
brought in. The horn was white and
Jerry had scrimshawed a 1776 flag
on it. It was in the display case. It
was pretty interesting, but I didn't
have much use for a Bicentennial
powder horn just then.
A woman came in who wanted a
Star of David scrimshawed on a
small round piece of whale bone, or

ivory, of whatever it is they were
working with. John explained the
legal problems of the scrimshaw artist to me once, but I don't
remember the whole spiel. I don't
recall whether he said that it's illegal to use whale bone, or just illegal to get caught bringing it into
the country, and I'm completely ignorant of the status of the elephant
tusk in this country.
But while Jerry was busy, I
amused myself looking at sketches
of Massachusetts landmarks and
John amused himself by trying to
pick up the girlfriend of the kid
Jerry had behind the counter selling trinkets. The young clerk wasn't
exactly sure how to take the fact
that there was a big gorilla making
advances to his girl right there
before his eyes.
"Take it as a compliment to your
good taste," I said. "Otherwise,

weeds i have known-by Linda K. Johnson
Prayer Plant [Maranto Jeuconeura]
No, I'm not trying to convert
anyone! I just want to tell everyone
a few things about a most interesting little friend of mine called
"the Prayer Plant" or Maranto.·
Unless you've had the opportunity to raise one, you 're probably
wondering how in creation he
received his name. Well, it's really
q u i t e r e ma r k ab l e . Du r i n g th e
daytime hours, his large green
leaves with paired ["one is the
loneliest number ... "] brown spots
decorating his midrib are extended
horizontally.
At nightfall, the leaves fold
together, looking very much like
praying hands. They're thanking
you for giving them their daily misting with warm water!
Actually the leaves are conserving moisture when they fold up. If
you want to get tricky and fool
around a little, turn on a lamp nearby and the three- to four-inch-long
leaves will gradually unfold again.
In their native environments, (the
deepest jungles!) this characteristic
helps to funnel dew and moisture
down to the roots of the plant. Since
Mother Nature is not available in
the average house, office, or apartment, it is up to you to see that your
Prayer Plant receives the proper
care. It doesn't really take much,
just a little time, patience, and love.
The Prayer Plant is tolerant of
low-light conditions, (unlike some
extremely fussy fronds I know of!)
and will not need a bright window
to develop bright colors. They
prefer filtered light and let you

know if'what they're getting is "upto-par" by folding their leaves at
night and opening th~m again during the day.
High humidity, standard potting
mix, regular fertilizing, lots of
water, and warm temperatures
(that means above 65°) will make
Prayer Plants healthy and happy.
You should also prune out old or
straggly leaves regularly. If left on,
all they do is draw life from the
plant and cause it to grow ill.
Just like the rest of us who feel
that we need a vacation every once
in a while either from school
routines or work or "friends,"
Prayer Plants always lake a winter
rest. While they are "on leave" you
should cut down on the watering,
but please don't stop it altogether.
(They'd really shrivel up like
prunes then!] A good idea is to cut
the stems back almost to the ground
in the fall. Just make sure you leave
some stem to grow up again!
When late winter or early spring
rolls along, new growth will appear,
very closely resembling tightlyrolled leaves. (Come to think of it,
they look like those things people
smoke in the Common!) These
"rolls" will soon unfold and it's
now time to begin watering more
often. Everything comes back to life
in the Spring!
Oftentimes, it is now good to repot your praying friend. To give
him fresh soil and replenished
nutrients is strongly recommended.
Your plant will grow back full of
vitality. And he will love you for
caring about him and remember
you in his prayers.

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
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he'll muckle you."
On the banked ceiling above the
counter there was a large photomap of Cape Cod and the surrounding waters. John was pointing out landmarks that he
recognized to the girl. Some of the
landmarks were actually what John
said they were. Next to the map
were a series of photogi:aphs showing Jerry with his family or with
different celebrities. Most of the
celebrities I didn't recognize, but
you could tell they were celebrities
from the look on their faces as they
posed with their arms around
Jerry's shoulders. The look said:
"Oh Christ, if I have to pose for
another one of these god-damn
goodwill pictures, I'm gonna bite
my agent's kid!" One of the
celebrities was Maggie Bell. That
must have been one hell of a rough
night. Maggie looked like she just
lost a fight with a garbage truck.
When I looked back at John, he
was writing the girl's phone
number on the palm of his hand .
Jerry had disappeared somewhere,
so when the girl left, so did we. John
put his paw out for the clerk to
shake and got a dirty look for his
trou hle.
We waded through the crowds going to the Celtics game and wound
up at Bette's Rolls Royce. George
the bartender came up looking a little wasted. He and John had been
out drinking the night before.
"Oh Jesus, did I have a head this
morning!" said John.
'Tm not surprised," said George.
"You insisted on cocoa butting the
parking meter outside my house
last night."
"How did I do?"
"Not bad, it hit you four times
before you went down for the
count."
"I must be getting old," said John.
"Usually it takes more than that."
We ordered beers and left George
to nurse his hangover. Two girls
walked in. a tall brunette and a
petite blonde. I nudged John and
nodded toward the end of the bar
where th(;!y were just sitting down.
"There's a big 0:1.e and a little one."
I said.
"Yeah,'' said John. "But I want
the little one." He started over. I
shrugged and went over too.
"Hi, I'm Starsky, he's Hutch.
Wanna see my stamp collection?"
John said, sitting down next to the
blonde and putting his arm around
her tiny shoulder.
"Hi, I'm Starsky, he's Hutch.
Wanna see my stamp collection?" I
said, looking for someplace to sit,
and not quite getting my arm
around the brunette's shoulder,
before she shrugged it off. "No,
huh? How about my wart?" She apparently didn't want to see that
either.
I was quiet for a couple of
minutes, then I said, "Well, what
did you think of the World Series?"
"Will you piss off?" she said. She
had one of those breathy, 1930's
movie queen voices. It was very
sexy, in a way. I moved back to the
other end of the bar to talk to
George.
"You know why it is, don't you?
Why you can't pick up any girls?" I
looked at the guy on the nexl stool.
He had his nose in a huge snifter.

you that he was trying to bring you
into focus. "It's because you're so
short."
I took a sip of my beer and sniffed
loudly. "I don't need this," I said.
"It's because you're short. They
don't like short men. That's a fact."
"When was the last time you ate a
brandy glass?" I asked, out of idle
curiosity.
"Now, don't get sensitive. It's not
my fault you're so short."
"I'm not sensitive! And I'm not
that short!!"
"You're shorter'n my wife."
"WELL I'M NOT SENSITIVE
ABOUT IT, GODDAMNIT! I'M
THE EXACT SAME SIZE AS DICK
CAVETT!!" I moved to the far end
of the bar near the window and
ordered another beer. I sat looking
out the window for a while. When I
looked back, John has an arm
around each of the girls. The drunk
said, "Well, they took Dick Cavett
off the air!" Then he got up and
with as much dignity as he could
muster, staggered toward the door.
I had a bowl of chili and another
beer. The place was starting to fill
up. Bette got up beside the piano
and started to sing something. She
was wearing a 1920's flapper outfit.
One thing you've got to say for
Bette, she's got guts. She may not be
good, but she's never let that stop
her.
John was writing down the girls'
pho1:e numbers on the palm of his

hand. They left and he came over.
"Buy me a beer." I said. He bought
two beers and we leaned on the
bar, looking at the people seated at
tables.
"This place is dead," he said.
"They're all stiffs. Did you ever see
so many ties in your life?" He was
right. Ever since Bette changed
piano players there has been a
different crowd. Older people.
Charley, the old piano player was
human. He would talk to the people, tell jokes. He used to have a
goldfish bowl on top of the piano
for tips. The guy they have now,
goes around flattering all the middle aged ladies. He always has a
sport coat and tie on. I dori't know,
it's not the same.
"Let's split," said John.
We walked back to the North End
with the wind at our backs. It was
getting colder. Out of the corner of
my eye, I caught John looking at the
telephone numbers in the palm of
his hand.
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painting the laws b l u e - - - - - - - - - - - by Maria Plati
business."
"Is there not something funBefore the Governor arrived,
damentally wrong when the law Rep. Lois Pines of Newton referred
allows race tracks to be open on to the survey of 36 large chains
; Sunday but does not allow a mother which saw a 9% average weekly into buy shoes or medicine for her crease from Sunday sales. "An in_children."
crease of 5% means $780 million
working
in the system," she said.
Rep. Lois Pines-Newton
An individual, whom we shall "The additional tax revenue of $20
call Mr. Smith, is part owner of a million directly from sales and inretail clothing store in Harvard, come tax receipts and indirectly
Mass. Since his· purchase of the out- from prof its should certainly off set
let, one of the five "Clothes Calls" overhead costs."
now operating on the East Coast, he
Ms. Pines also mentioned the adhad been open for business seven ditional buying power to condays a week. Up until two weeks sumers, who are now forced to pay
ago, Mr. Smith was unaware that he higher prices to smaller conwas in violation of the law, venience stores open on Sunday.
specifically, the Massachusetts Her support coincided with the atblue laws which prohibit the opera- titude promoted by majority leader
tion of most retail businesses on
Sundays. In 1970, Mr. Smith was
ONii'iAcoN*HiCC
granted a legal permit from the
town of Harvard to open Sundays
and now, 5½ years later, he is the
defendant in. a case which charges
IS ~,,,. . ' ""·'·
him with illegal operation.
"We've checked into this," says
Mr. Smith. "There are at least 25
retail stores in Mass. that are also in
violation," and yet, Mr. Smith is
one of the few facing court action.
Mr. Smith's lawyer recently hired
25 Suffolk law students to visit the
other 25 stores and purchase one
garment in each. "It's a case of
select_e d prosecution," says Mr.
Smith .
Mr. Smith's Sunday business,
which he estimates at a "good 33 °/r
of our total," was halted when five
local citizens (whom he refers to as
"bigots") complained to the town
selectmen. The recent flurry of
media-publicity concerning Sunday
liquor sales and blue laws
prompted the town to descend upon
sunday, blue sun day
his store within hours.
"The law hasn't changed in 5 McLean who demanded the state
years," says Mr. Smith. "Why is it "stop being a bunch of fakers and
that a permit issued by the town let's start putting people to work."
council is now contrary to the law?
Weekday Sunday School
The blue law, initiated in 1659, is
State Rep. Nicholas Buglione of
basically a religious one. "This is Methuen opened his testimony with
1975," adds Mr. Smith. "There a letter from that city's Industrial
should be separation of church and Commission which showed that the
state." He claims that closing the Rockingham race track in N .H. has
store on Sunday would mean a loss brought 183 businesses to a 3 3/10
of $¼ million annually for just his mile area. He sees the law as
one store.
·
curbing: "Since Mass. opened SunThe Committee on Government day races, there has been a
Regulations held a hearing at the decrease to Rockingham. The
State House on Thurs., Oct. 23, con- religious law is outdated. Sunday
cerning the legislation of House Bill school now takes place during the
6720, which calls for repeal of the week and I go to mass on Saturday."
Mass. Blue Laws. Representatives
Rep. Nils Norburg from Reading,
from communities including taxa- a former committee member of
tion, consumer affairs, manpower finance and labor, based his theory
affairs, alcoholic beverages; and on three recent conditions "1-the
commerce and labor presented a newly enacted increase in taxes on
series of endorsements and . op- liquor and cigarettes; 2-Monday
positions for the repeal in a five holidays; 3-beautiful weather and
hour debate of the bill.
nothing else in the papers."
Dukakis Support
His two alternatives ·i nclude a
, Governor Dukakis whisked in, common day of rest law as applied
following testimony from two of the to Monday holidays rather than
committees and within five minutes Sundays, and local discretion for
outlined his support of the bill. His interests in the border towns. "We
only addition to the bill as it stands have a finite number of disposable
would include a local option clause dollars and a certain amount is
so that "the business life styles of spent for basic necessities. They
different communities could be will be spent regardless of how
preserved.
many days th ey' re open. The added
"The subject did not arrive on convenience of opening seven days
our doorstep a few weeks ago as a means eventual rises in costs to the
result of price wars between Mass- consumer.''
achusetts and New Hampshire,"
An even stronger case was
commented Dukakis. He called the presented in a fiery condemnation
present restrictions "archaic and of the proposed repeal by the chairoutmoded and no longer necessary man of the taxation committee.
when we are tying to encourage Rep. Vincent Piro vehemently

MACYS

denounced the "daily buck" as N .H. in total.
Border town view
Massachusetts' definition of "purConcerning the battle between
suit of happiness." His most
pointed counter was based on the the two New England states, a
monopoly effect, which could occur representative from the border
if price laws force the small store town of Lawrence asked if. the
out of business. Stores like Mar- , views expressed presupposed the
tignetti's and the A&P could tem- willingness of merchants. If an inporarily lower prices to drive the dividual is opposed to opening on
little man out, then jack them up Sunday, "do we force it upon him?
again later. "The Merrimack Valley Would he be forced out of business
area and Cape Cod need the boost," because of personal convictions?"
he added. ''I'm not opposed to The rep. called the impact "purely
them, but a resulting chaos to labor plus," adding that "you can't please
unions over pay ratios and scales everyone." He discounted the argument that it would just take six days
make it a gray area."
of sales and spread them over
More full time jobs
Secretary of Manpower Affairs, seven days as invalid.
"People going to N.H. to buy liHoward Smith proposed that each
1 % addition would create the quor, buy a lot of other things while
they're there. New Hampshire
offers more for less dollars
between lower prices and lower
taxes." One alternative to
Massachusetts is lower taxes as bait
to buyers in place of Sunday shopping.
Picking up on the subject of N.H.
liquor sales, a member of the
Alcoholic Beverages Commission
announced that his committee
ruled 3-0 last week to favor the
repeal legislation. His anticipated
reaction to Massachusetts to be
reaped lies in the fact that Vermont·
currently only stocks 1/ 3 of the
brands of liquor that Mass. does
and N.H. only ½ of the labels.
This point was quickly discounted by the committee on
Commerce and Labor, which
suggested that maybe the 1/3 or ½
of the brands is the only 1/3 or ½
which Mass. people are buying.
Rep. Fred Delarusso of Medford
took the issue on more ethical
terms, saying that Mass. should not
be the "watchdog" for our citizens
equivalent of 3,600 full time jobs. A throughout the country. "From a
2-3 1/ 1 sales boost would mean 10- competition viewpoint, why should
15,000 jobs as a conservative es- the consumer be forced to shop in a
timation based on the economic designated state?" He called the
principle that every 100 jobs create blue laws issue a "crisis situation"
50 more indirectly. Also, a which. may result in family strucstatewide implementation would ture deterioration, restructuring of
attract consumers from N.Y., Conn., labor union-contracts, less profit
margin for small businesses and
and R.I. to Mass. stores.
At this point, Government competition with other states.
Regulations Chairman Robert
Ambler interrupted to challenge
the validity of the figures being
tossed into the ring. "We want
something to justify them" He
Giving is the key to maturity
raised the undeniable fact that the
Growth
is the lock which yields
Sunday business would necessarily
To
an
honest
intent
be staffed with part-timers to avoid
A
rusty
key
or
a rusty lock
double time rates and therefore
Cannot produce a successful openwould only benefit students and
full-timers wishing to supplement ing
their incomes. "How would that Keep your key unselfishly clean
help the unemployed," he de- and
Your lock will open at every trial
manded, "the largest percentage
which is concentrated in factories
Clee Snipe Jr.
and manufacturing; those same in- (Published in the Christian Science
dustries which would be denied Monitor)
Sunday work through home rule
clauses."
The Commissioner of Operations
and Taxations was the next to offer
estimates which the Regulations
Gamma Sigma Sigma in conjunctioa with
Suffolk University is sppnsoring the annual
Committee ref erred to as "guessti"Mother-Daughter Banquet" to be held
mates." His analysis was based on
Sunday, Nove mber 9, 1975 at Valle's Stea k
statewide operation with no local
House, Union Street Exit, Braintre e, Mass.
All women atte nding the University are in option. "We have been accurate
vited to atte nd. For further informa tio n
over a long period of years," Clark
contact Susan Dow, Gamma Sigma Sig ma
emphasized.
Sorority, R-7. (Tickets are $6.00/ person or
$12.00/ mother-daughter couple and can
He claimed that $500,000 just in
be obtained from Gamma Sigma Sigma).
taxes could be regained from N.H.
sales out of an approximated $3-4
million going to that state now, and
$2 million could be recaptured from
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sports _ _ __

Temple St., Heads
Roll to Big Wins
The front-running teams won
again last week, as the Temple St.
and Helmet Head clubs, both unbeaten, and the Cantabs, rolled to
big victories.
In the American League race,
Helmet Heads barely stayed atop
the rambling Cantabs. The Helmet
Heads have a 4-0 record on the
season, the Cantabs, 4-1.
The Temple St. team is steamrolling to their pennant post, they won
their fifth straight against no
def eats. They retain a solid lead
over Marty's Marauders, who have
a 2-1 record.
Helmet Heads - 37, Stiffs - 0
In the most lopsided game of the
week, Helmet Heads' quarterback
Brian Imbaro threw four
touchdown passes and caught
another, as he led his team to a 37~0
win over the Stiffs.
Along with the awesome offensive firepower, a flag football
record was established, as the
Heads' Mike Paralla returned an
interception 101 yards for a
touchdown.

Temple St.'s Buddy Regan tops opponents in early season flag football
play. (Photo by Martin Gavin)

Temple St. - 32, Lambs - 6
Temple St. won their fifth
straight of the season, as they
defeated the Suffolk Lambs 32-6, in
flag football action last week.

Goats' Key: A Strong Defense
Waggett, a senior, is an aggressive ·
drill which had defensemen
attemption to break up two-on-one goalie. He challenges shooters, and
rushes without the aid of a stick. will come way out of his net to
Moro injured his shoulder making a block angles. He is extremely
diving deflection (bad bruise). mobile; in fact, it is sometimes exNorris is good at keeping himself hausting just to watch him as he
between his goal and the play. Den- falls to his knees, to his butt, to his
nis Sullivan is something of an op- back, on his side ... then bounces
portunist; if he sees a head down, up in time for the next shot. Waggett
he seizes the chance to send the guy also serves as a "holler man" for
the team. He is constantly yelling
flying.
The "old man" of the defensive encouragement to his teammates.
Senior Bob Underwood is apcorps is Captain Earl Johnson, a two
year veteran. Johnson has excellent parently some kind of glutton for
timing, which he uses to good ad- punishment. He is a stand-up
vantage in stick checking. He is goaltender who forces shooters to
good at clearing the puck out of the aim at his body. Underwood takes
zone, a quality that endears him to the majority of shots with his body,
goaltenders. Indeed, even goalie a good way to compensate for a
Fred Waggett, who once said, "I slow glove hand. He also comes out
don't like def ensemen!" (he has to play angles You won't see him go
this thing about rebounds), told down to block a shot unless it's abJohnson "You're lookin' good, solutely necessary.
Earl."
Probably the most conservative
Richie Gibbons, Bob Underwood, of the three goalies is two-year
along with Waggett, are the veteran, Richie Gibbons. He is also
goaltenders, and no matter what the most acrobatic. He tends to stay
style of goaltending you favor, in the crease; even when playing
you're bound ·to like one of these angles, he'll usually do it from the
guys. None of them will dazzle you corner of the crease. He's up and
with saves like a Bernie Parent or down a lot, but he's extremely
Rogie Vachon, but they get the job quick about it. He also has a quick
glove hand. For any fan who suffers
done.
conniptions every time a goalie
leaves his crease, Gibbons is a joy
to watch.
Coach Snow isn't about to make
any bold statements in assessing his
Gamma Sigma Sigma in Conjunction with Suffolk University is sponsoring the
club's defensive situation. His conannual "Mother-Daughter Banquet" on Sunday, Nov. 9, at Valle's Steak House,
er vat iv e estimate of the
s
Union Street Exit, Braintree. All women attending the University are invited to atdef ensemen is "a marked improvetend. For information contact Susan Dow, Gamma Sigma Sigma Sorority, R-7.
Tickets are $6.00 per person or $12.00 per couple.
ment over last year," while the
goaltending is "adequate." The
defensemen and goalies have the
. potential to make that an understatement.

In hockey, it's a generally
accepted principle that a team
which effectively prevents its opponent from scoring will be able lo
make the most of its own scoring
chances. If this principal holds true,
the Suffolk Goats should be in good
shape in the coming season.
The Goats are blessed with a
crew of six solid-checking
def ensemen and three experienced
goaltenders. Coach Chris Snow's
heavy emphasis on skating drills in
practice has increased their mobility to the point where his biggest
defensive headache should be
working out a rotation system.
On defense, all but two of the
players have at least a year's exp eri enc e. The rookies, Mike
Sullivan and Jerry Salamini, fit in
well with the veterans. Salamini,
originally a forward, brings a frrsthand knowledge of forward play
with him. As for Sullivan, when he
emerged from some particularly
rough going behind the net, a teammate was heard to say, "You guys
are gonna play on the same team?"
Enough said.
Guido Moro, Dennis Sullivan,
and Tom Norris, all returning after
one season of olay, looked good in a
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Quarterback Fran Maloney
hurled four passes for touchdowns,
to four different receivers. The
recipients of the scoring tosses
were Tom Hanley, Jules Bertrand,
Buddy Regan and Phil Tarallo.
Temple's other score came on a 22yard interception return.
'
The Lambs' only six points came
on a pass covering 91 yards, from
Chris Spinazolla to Mike Kelly.
Cantabs - 41, Gatto Club - 21
The Can tabs kept close to Temple
St., as they beat the Gatto Club in a
game last week, 41-21.
Greg Swartz hurled four
touchdown passes, two to Doug
Ross, and ran for another, as the
Cantabs picked up their win in five
games.
Swartz' other td tosses went to
Mike Lividoti and Al Weinbaum, as
the Cantabs scored the rp.ost points
for a team this season. The final
touchdown came on a 27-yard
keeper play run by Swartz.
Suffolk Lambs - 33, TKE -7
Chris Spinazolla was the four
touchdown quarte·rback this game,
as he hit Paul Daniels for two ·and
Earl Osborn and Eddie Cosco for
one each, as the Lambs rolled to a
'.13-7 victory over TKE.
Also throwing a scoring pass for
the Lambs was quarterbackreceiver Kevin O'Neil, who found
Osborn in the end zone for a td.
The TKE offense just couldn't
click as they picked up their lone
score on a nine-yard pass from Lee
Castignetti to Rock D'Errico.
Flag Football Standings
(as of Nov. 3 pm.)
American League
Helmet Heads
Cantabs
Bargain
Stiffs
Delta Sigma Pi
National League
Temple St.
Marty's Marauders
Lambs
Bards
Massacre
TKE

w

L

4

4
1
1
0

0
1
3
3
3

w

L

5
2
2

0
1
2

1 3
1 2
0 3

REMINDER
YEARBOOK
PICTURES
WILL BE
TAKEN NOV.
7, 10& 12
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Transfers to Strengthen Rams Attack
by Tony Ferullo
For Suffolk University's transfer
basketball players Nicky Tsiotos
and Patrick Ryan, this is a tough
time in their athletic careers.
How come? Because of the fact
that under NCAA rules when a
student-athlete transfers from one
college to anoth~r he must wait one
whole year before he is eligible to
compete for the latter school. In
both Tsiotos' and Ryan's cases, this
subsequently means that they will
not be able to contribute a single
thing to the Rams' attack until after
the first five games of this upcoming season.
"Rules are rules, and that's all
there is to it," declared the Rams'
head coach Charlie Law, in his
\ 1sy-talking style. "Both Nick and

Pat have sat out their share of action for two semester periods now,
and I fully believe they are ready to
go. There is no debating the fact
that both young men will help out
squad at a tremendous rate. They
will support us with added strength
we really need. Both of them will
be essential for helping our team be
competitive through much of the
season."
For all those people who follow
the sport of basketball, the talents
expressed on the court by Nick
Tsiotos and Pat Ryan will indeed be
welcomed with open arms. They
are both extremely fluid
ballplayers, which means they can
suddenly adapt to almost any situation brought forth to them.
Explained La~. who is seemingly

the school's answer_to Red Auerbach, "What makes both Nicky and
Pat so vital to our ballclub is that
they can be counted on to do their
stuff for us immediately after they
return. They are at practice every
day of the week and truly know
how to play the game. I am more
than happy having both of them
here. They will contribute."

* * *
To begin with, there is Nicky
Tsiotos. Nick, the brother of Rams
veteran starting forward Chris, is a
6-foot-2, 180-pound guard, who can
immeasurably utilize his skills in
the role of a swingman as well. He
is 21-years-old, and a junior
academically, but a sophomore

Cross Country
Swamped by Bentley
by Jon Gottlieb
Teams competing in a cross country meet are supposed to get their
people to finish as fast as possible
in order to have a winning score.
Suffolk's encounter with the
Bentley Falcons last Saturday in
Waltham, Mass. added another
dimension to the rule - a very embarrassing side. The Falcons had
eight of their ten participants cross
the finish line. Sound believable?
Well, there's more to it than meets
· the eye. They came in together in a
straight line and all were awarded
id.entical marks of 28:39. Egad! They
all finished first!
Suffolk's Don Pletts, 2nd place
runner last week, had the next best
time, 28:55 and finished either second or ninth · depending upon
whether you were cheering for Suffolk or Bentley. The squad missed
the services of Barry Clifford, last
week's best Ram finisher, ·creg
Quilty, Jerry Lamb, and the man
who won this race last year,
Richard Farmer, who was out with
torn tendons in his right ankle.
Bentley was missing seven players
who were running in the Eastern
finals.
The windswept 4.6 mile, course

around the hills and roads of
Waltham had the look of running a
race alongside the Indy 500. Hordes
of autos full of high school football
fans made it difficult for the teams
to get any better position on the
steep hill next to Kennedy Jr. High.
That was .near the beginning of the
race. At this point, Don Pletts was
third overall, first for Suffolk. He
fell six back as the pack went
around the school and up the main
highway where he was eighth.
After that, the field was mixed with
a couple of Suffolk runners at the
very back.
The next view of the pack would
be at the finish straightaway. The
speedsters could be seen galloping
lo the street light finish line, near
the front of the school. with a very
distinct pattern of eight blue and
white unifroms of Bentley leading.
They did riot break the formation,
trotting in at an amazingly even
pace and taking first place to the
delight of the Bentley runners and
rooters. A few seconds later, Pletts
came in, second if you will. behind
the eight winners. It was Bentley
who had Russ Mccarter come in
next at 29:27 followed by a stream

Iceman Kilroy Injured
by Patricia A. Callahan
Bill Kilroy of the Suffolk Goats
fractured his ankle in practice
Monday night when he attempted
to stop after losing the edge on his
skate.
As he was assisted from the ice,
Kilroy's first thought was that the
ankle was broken. After a few
minutes of rest and application of
cold, though, he was able to bear
weight on it and he figured it
seemed like a bad sprain. Boston
College Campus Security men took
Kilroy to St. Elizabeth's Hospital for
p.recautionary x-rays, which
revealed the fracture.

Varsity Basketball
--1ntrasquad Scrimmage
Saturday Nov. 8

6:Jo----Cambridge YMCA
- - - - • Free Admission

Kilroy's ankle will be in a cast for
eight weeks. From there, it will take
a while to strengthen it into playing
shape; he could well be out for•the
entire season.
Once the initial shock of the injury wore off, Kilroy was able to kid
around with his teammates about
the ankle. "One way to get out of
<loin' the drills!" he quipped.

Do you need to improve your
verbal abilities in preparation for
graduate study or a professional
career?
Psychological services 1.8 (Verbal Learning) will be offered during Semester II (Spring 1976) on
Tuesdays & Thursdays at 11 :30

A.M.
3 credits
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT DR. MARY
MAHONEY
ARCHER 20-J.

of Suffolk harriers, which included
Joe Walsh (29:30). Steve Tonra
(29:59). and Larry Van Stry (30:50).
Doug Mathei of Bentley took the
next position, beating out Suffolk's
Bobby Brewlin. (Breslin had 34:40).
This race was the finale for the
Rams. It was bizarre to say the
least. The team ended up with a
poor record of 1-6. Hopefully, next
year they will be able to turn thingsaround.

Woman's
TaeKwonDo
by Linda K. Johnson
"Don't walk down dark alleys
and always walk like you know
what you're doing," advised Ms.
Suzanne Ress, instructor of Tae
Kwon bo.
·
Last week, Ms. Ress discussed
and demonstrated the art of self
defense closely to twenty Suffolk ·
University women. Common sense
in today's world was emphatically
stressed. "If getting away from
someone means losing some kind of
possession, big deal! You can buy a
new one," says Ms. Ress.
Basically a women's survival
course, she showed different ways
to break away from an attacker so
you can run to freedom. Vulnerable
areas of the body (the center line
from head to toe). were also
pointed out.
Regular class attendance is not
necessary to pick up the fundamentals of Tae Kwon Do. Classes are
held on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 4 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. in room 24 a
& b. "You don ' t have to go to both,"
says Ms. Ress. "One or two, or even
sporadic attendance will help and
give you confidence in yourself."

WSUB ·
begins production on Thursday,
November 6 in the Donahue
Building Rm 217 at 1:00 PM.
Copy for the broadcast should be
submitted ahead of time. Please
leave the material in David
Scheffer's mail box at Donahu·e
Rm 217. All those interested in
WSUB should attend the first
broadcast.

athletically. As far as his ability as a
basketball player is concerned, it is
clearly unlimited. He can shoot,
pass, perform on defense, rebound,
and unveil total intelligence of the
game with the best around. His only
flaw is his lack of quickness, which
can be corrected in a hurry by the
loss of some weight.
Nicky Tsiotos was a big star at
Winthrop High School. In , his
sophomore season, he started and
led the Vikings junior-varsity
brigade in scoring with 15 points
per game. His following two years
as a starter, he averaged 12 and 17
points respectively each campaign.
When Nick was a senior in high
school, he and his teammates participated in the Tech Tourney, but
were knocked out of the tournament in the second round by
Swampscott. The Vikings finished
that season with a superb record of
17-1, and won Northeast
Conference title. Tsiotos was
named the league's Most Valuable
Player and number one defensive
standout.
"I went to Huntington Prep right
from high school," noted Nick,
whose favorite professional idol is
Ernie DiGregorio. "From there I
trans£ erred to Suffolk for only one
semester and then a whole year at
Salem State. Yeah, I've been
around, but now I'm here to stay.
That's for sure. It's going to be
rough sitting out those first five
games of the season, yet what can
you do? I only hope the team wins
them all. This is a great school." Oh,
by the way, Nick averaged 30 points
a game for Huntington.
On the other side of the ledger,
Pat Ryan is a slim 6-foot-4, 185pound forward, who can also adjust
to being a swingman. Pat, who
comes from New Orleans originally
and is a Pistol Pete Maravich fan, is
20 years old and a sophomore at
Suffolk. He transferred from Merrimack College, but had attended
Northeastern ·previously.
As a freshman, Pat played Varsity ball for the Huskies of
Northeastern. He was primarily
used as a guard coming in off the
bench and responded to the task
rather well, averaging 7 points per
confrontation. He also was a huge
success in his high school days. He
averaged 21, 19, and 14 points his
senior, junior and sophomore
years, respectively, while playing
in · the front court for Cambridge
Latin.
Pat Ryan's basketball credentials
are quite impressive to say the
least. He was MVP in the Suburban
League in his senior campaign, and
was chosen a first-team AllScholastic candidate by the HeraldAmerican and a second-team selection in the same category by the
Boston Globe.
"Suffolk is my kind of school,"
said Pat, who is majoring in
Sociology. "It is not too big and it is
not too small. It's just right.
Northeastern was like a city in
itself, and I just didn't like it. All the
people and surroundings over here
· are really super. You could say I'm
a bit discouraged knowing I have to
sit out those first five games, b u t I'll
be ready when I come back. As Jong
as our team sticks together, \ V e w ill
be going places this season .''
That last line, my friends , says it
all. And you can bet yo ur high
orange-colored Converse s neake rs
on that.
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A Love With Nine Lives
by Patricia Gatto

The destruction of the buildings
"There ought to be a law against around the couple symbolizes their
people living together who don't own personal death. At no point is
love each other."
there even the semblance of hope,
Ramon Danon's Le Chat (The and that in itself is not a representaCat) is a lesson in loneliness. The tion of reality.
Julien, the husband, finds a stray
kind that comes from the absence of
love. The story explores the ex- cat which he brings home to occupy
istence of a married couple, Julien his time - not to love. But the cat
and Clemence Bouin, who have proves to be the only emotional exbeen married for 25 years; they no perience in the film, for the
longer love each other. They live in audience if not for the actors. The
an old house in Paris from which wife, Clemence, feels threatened
they are soon to be evicted.
by the cat and ultimately shoots it.
To communicate they write each
Clem~nce is portrayed as a_living
other notes. They cook separately ghost - haunting herself as well as
and eat separately, not even at the her . husband. Julien is apathetic
same table. They avoid looking at and insensitive to human love. He
each other and pretend that the · is unable to sympathize with any
other does not exist.
person or human condition, only
The film tries too hard to be sym- the cat. His justification is simply:
bolic; consequently it is an empty, "There is nothing."
ugly, and tiring piece of celluloid.
"Le Chat" is depressing as wel1 as

There ought to be a law against living together.
deprecating. Understandably, the
audience becomes enmeshed in
nothing. As an art form, Le Chat is

Tragedy Past the End of Time
Kilgore Trout's unheralded mock
epic Venus on the Half-Shell is truly Kurt Vonnegut's first science fiction novel. Its front cover embraces
a modern version of Botticelli's
Birth o.f Venus, although this one is
more erogenously endowed, while
encompassing a similar illusion
about the ideal woman. Vonnegut's
scientific theories (space travel,
creation, longevity) are comic
metaphysical artistries that border
at once on genius and lunacy. This
novel combines Homeric myth,
Egyptian sorcery, Norse Ragnarok
and Einstein mixed inside a special
cauldron of spiritual emptiness that
leaves you with the feeling of
laughable helplessness. You know
beforehand how the novel must and
will end.
Vonnegut creates his own universe, interpreting life through the
eyes of a tragic jester who, oddly
enough, sings for an audience as
much convinced of its own insanity
as he is. The hero, Simon Wagstaff,
is a one-eyed immortal (after drinking a herbified elixir from the
feline planet Shalton) probing the
galaxy through Swiftian Travels.
An owl, and a dog are his companions, along with a sultry female
robot whose bawdy logic upsets the

last vestige of mustered manhood
as impotency and drunkenness
leave him limp and unanswered.
How can you love a robot, especially if it's more intelligent, openminded and genuine than you are?
Simon's final question is: "But
why did he create us?" Again the
stark bareness of the one unanswerable question begins the
quest and inevitably ends it.
Much like Gulliver's Travels,
although
more
socially
topical, earthly montage of impractical delights contains fartbillowing creatures. wagon wheel
monsters and an assortment or
wizards, hunchbacks, giant
cockroaches and Jonathan Swift
Somers III, the newest author
within the author. To science fiction aficionados, the book's
episodic division reads like
Gren<lel Briarton's Through Time
and Space with Ferdinand Feghoot.
The style, form and quick punch
line are similar to Cat's Cradle. By
using new subject matter, Vonnegut
answers old questions, blen<ling the
humanities into science and proving that interpreted history is
history as fairy tale.
The book is fun to read, al though
slightly disturbing in parts. On its

... retreat
(Continued from Page 5)
denial to sponsor the Humanities
Club presentation of the Copley
·string Quartet, which wo11ld cost
$250.
The President's Council
treasurer, announcing that there
was no more money in their budget
for this semester, informed the
Humanities Club that their presentation could not be sponsored by _
the Council.
However, Director of Student Activities Ken Kelly announced that
the council treasurer probably panicked. "They have the money.
There have been proposals that
haven't been spent. For example,
the Drama Club was allocated

funds for the performance of
"Chalk Garden" but this was subsequently cancelled."
As the meeting neared adjournment, Jim Mallozzi summarized
what had happened at the recent
North East Regional Convention,
which he attended. He explained
that 25 universities, throughout the
northeast, were represented.
Various items discussed included:
how to deal with school media and
how to get involved in trying to pass
the amendment (presently before
the legislature) exempting college
students from the meal tax.
The meeting adjourned at 2:15
p.m.

hack cover is Kilgore Trout (notice
the intricate details of his face)
dressed in full regalia. For 95 cents,
it's a bargain. It's even better if you
can get it free.
F.P.C.

Psych
•
services
Return forms by November 13 to
the Student Activities Office
(Ridgeway 5). the New Directions
Office (Ridgeway 11), or the
Psychological Services office
(Archer 20).
Your name ..................... .
Phone .......................... .
Workshop/group (Check your interest):
On being a freshman
Deciding about jobs/career
Growing up female
Growing up male
Dealing with fear of exams
College: For what?
Learning to make decisions:
Now and in the future
- Career pro bl ems for women
- Becoming clear about values
- Becoming a better couple
- Forming relationships: How to
pair successfully
- Dealing with parents
- Learning from dreams
Dealing with death and dying
- Sex and sexuality
- tJrugs and alcohol: Use and
abuse
Listening to and helping others
Exploring my imagery
Learning through playing
Other:
My preference for format:
- Workshop (one meeting, 1 ¼ to
2 hours)
- Ongoing group (weekly
meetings, 1 to 1 ¼ hours)
Meeting times that are best for me:
Days of the week: ............... .
Times of day: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

technically a harrowing and grueling example. An uninspiring, wholly unnecessary work.

Se~f Analysis.
Someone
like myself
hides
under his hair
and holds
onto each hour
until
he can tell
why he didn't run
nor wait
for what
could be his future.

·

He talks
about the future
but takes
his time.
He understands
but is n.ot understood
even by himself.
He suffers most when
he is happy
but as a hippy
he has worn
the mean\H~ thin
like a piece of wood
until it is paper-thin
and then
sees the obverse
and hears no voice.
He is the worst
kind of waste.
Brian Walker

Bible Study
1 :00 Tuesday Nov. 18
Fenton Building Rm. 338 B
Studies will concern prophecy
and validity of the Bible, to prove
that events happening today were
written about 2000 years ago. All
that are interested are · invited to
attend.
I

TALENTED
SUFFOLK
STUDENTS
There will be a meeting during the
Student Activities Period on Thursday November 13, at 1:00 pm in
room RL 2 for all students who are
interested in performing at the upcoming talent show. Prizes will be
awarded.
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ATaleof the
"Permissive Society"
by Pfltty Fantasia
"Habeas Corpus," now playing at
the Colonial Theatre, could have
bken the best play to appear in
Bpston so far this year, but instead
i~: is fust another traveling show
enroute to Broadway.
While it i's amusing, entertaining
and undeniably humorous - and
offers a talented cast featuring
Donald Sinden, Jean Marsh, Rachel
Roberts, June Havoc and Celeste
Holm - it is lacking in one important factor: a script.
·
The idea that Alan Bennett's
story revofves a_round the
ridiculousness of the stress on sex
in today's society is commendable;
but the final result is absurd farce.
The majority of witty moments are
based on well-worn cliches rather
than first-class comedy, especially
in the first act.
The "tale of the permissive
society" is set in the seaside -resort ·
of Hove. It focuses on the lives of a
general practitioner (Sinden),- his
well-endowed wife {Roberts) and
spinster sister {Marsh), hypochondriac son {Kristoffer Tabori), cleaning lady and two houseguests

Lady Rumpers (Holm) and her
daughter Felicity (Constance
Forslund).
Both Sinden and Ta bori are busy
wooing the beautiful Felicity, while
Marsh concentrates on increasing
her bustline and Roberts tries to
arrange a rendezvous with a former
lover, played by Ian Trigger.
All of the performances are of exceptional quality, considering the
limitations put on the actors by the
shallow script. Their characters are
all kept at a superficial level and
not allowed to reach their full
potenti~)s.
June Havoc steals the show· in Jean Marsh is one member of a star studded cast in "Habea·s Corpus."
several instances in her part as the audience is Sinden, who speaks opera-ish quality and provides
cleaning lady and mistress of directly from his office and a dock more chances for the audience to
ceremonies. She develops a gossipy pier where he vainly waits for laugh at antics which are really funrapport with the audience and Felicity. Most of this interaction is ny.
appears at times to be a part of it, confined to hearing about his
"Habeas Corpus" is "adult enterwatching the rompings and run- feelings for the girl in the form of a tainment" dealing with the now
nings about of the others onstage. It series of ridiculous rhymes, but still old-fashioned idea of the "peris because of this "outsider" it serves as an outlet for character missive society" in a comical, if
appearance that she is so outstand- development and allows the somewhat inane, manner. If the
ing; that, and her own creativity audience to have a private look into "permissive society" attracts you,
and alacrity in the role.
you'll enjoy this show; but if you're
what he's thinking.
the
shy or serious type, maybe you
The only other character who is
The plot does improve in the seallowed any interaction with the cond act. It tones down on its soap- should see another one.

Listening to the Music
by Barry Ouellette
An overflow crowd occupied the
Causeway street monstrosity. The
floor section was without seats and
resembled a subway train at rush
hour. The sweet-burnt aroma of
can'n abis filled the air above the
audience of mostly teenagers. The
crowd was waiting for the Florida
based warmup band, The Outlaws,
to start the show.
A good selection of background
rock music poured from the
massive walls of speakers that
made up the P.A. system. The stage
was being set for a night of solid
rock and roll, and the crowd was
ready.
A clean opening number by the
Outlaws brought the
crowd to its
qr1

feet and a great set looked imminent. However, midway through
the second num her, the bass
guitarist collapsed from exhaustion
and the group had to stop their act.
This concert, they explained, was
the end of a grueling five-month
tour. After an apology, the audience
was told that the Doobie Brothers
would make up the time, and
nobody had any complaints about
that.
After a short delay to set up, the
New Riders of the Purple Sage took
the stage. This is an accomplished
group and as such deserves a
review of its own, but what
happened at this concert deserves
an explanation in this piece.

The Riders' show was terrible.
The group itself was good, but their
sound men just did a poor job of
mixing the sound through the
system and that can kill any group.
Their music is "tinny" country rock
which, if amplified wrong, causes
high frequency treble. As one
patron said, "My ears are bummed
OU t."
The frustration caused by the
first two acts showed in the impatience of the audience. The purpose of the two groups to warm up
the _crowd had backfired, and the
Doobie Brothers really had to put
out to compensate.
The house lights faded, and
seconds later the familiar sound of

"Historic, Simply Historic"
by Michael Reilly
Bob Dylan and Joan Baez opened
their month-long Northeast mystery
tour, called Rolling Thunder Revue,
last Thursday night, and the word '
of the evening was "historic."
Dylan and Baez were joined by
such notables as Ramblin' Jack
Elliot, Roger McGuinn, and "Nashville" star Ranee Blakely in the 1,800 seat Plymouth Memorial Auditorium.
The Bobby Neuwirth Band
opened the show and were
followed by Elliot, who performed
two songs. Then came the event, the
appearance of Dylan, wearing a
grey, wide-brimmed hat, white.
shirt with black vest, and a short
black leather jacket.
The crowd exploded with
applause and whistles as Dylan
strode out on stage with guitar in
hand. Accompanied by former
Bowie guitarist Mick Ronson and
the rest of the Neuwirth Band, he

swung into "When I Paint My prisoned for a New Jersey murder
Masterpiece." The crowd of which many feel he is innocent.
responded again when he sang the "Isis," another new song, was als-o
familiar lyrics of "It Ain't Me debuted that night.
Babe," followed by a newly
Two things personally bothered
arranged electric version of "A this observer at the concert. One
Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall."
was the strict security measures
After an intermission, the curtain taken by the management, which
rose to reveal Dylan and Baez involved frisking every incoming
standing together to sing, "The patron and insisting that no
Times, They Are A-Changing." He cameras were allowed in. The other
left the stage for Baez's solo perfor- was the refusal by the performers
mance, singing her hit "Diamonds & to acknowledge the 15-minute
Rust," followed by an astounding a standing ovation by the crowd with
cappella rendition of "Swing Low, an encore. The people stayed and
Sweet Chariot." During her next screamed in the now lit auditorium,
song, "Joe Hill," she stopped to expecting some recognition.
remark that the song was her sole
Finally, people began to filter
"political statement" of the even- out, disappoint~d by the ining.
difference they were shown, but
Other selections by Dylan in- pleased to have been present at the
cluded a ten {10) minute perfor- first public appearance of Dylan
mance of his new single, a protest and Baez in 10 years. "Historic,
ballad about Ruben ~'Hurricane" simply historic," I kept hearing as I
Carter, an ex-boxer who is im- made my way out.

JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT WITH
ME, with perfectly executed fourpart harmony, brought on screams
of approval. The group played a
medley of solid rock numbers from
their four previous -albums, including "CHINA GROVE," and
"LONG TRAIN RUNNING."
Jeff "Skunk" Baxter, former lead
guitarist for Steely Dan, made his
concert debut with the "Brothers"
and looked relaxed and confident
with his new group.
Patrick Simmons displayed an incredible mastery of the guitar with
a finger picking solo on a new song,
"SLAT KEY SOQUEL RAG." With
his long brown hair bouncing, Simmons led the group into the
beautiful "SOUTH CITY
MIDNIGHT LADY," off the album
The Captain And Me.
The Doobies were j6ined on stage
by some "friends," including the
Memphis Horns, who added to the
fullness that is the style of the
group.
The high point of the concert occurred with the hauntingly melodic
. song "I CHEAT THE HANGMAN,"
featuring Patrick Simmons on lead
vocals. The group then proceeded
into the instrumental "PRECIS"
which builds instrument by instrument to a tremendous climax. A
ballroom prism showed a moving
light show on the dark walls which
enhanced the music, giving it a circular movement.
Thf? 12 o'clock curfew limited the
Doobie Brothers to a one song encore. The group compensated by
bringing members of the other two
groups out on stage for a twentyminute version of "LISTEN TO
THE MUSIC."
Considering the atmosphere before they took the stage, the Doobie
Brothers displayed a talent and
precision that most musicians strive
for. In a word, The Doobie Brothers
are "TIGHT.'1
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Rocky Mountain Chili
by Debra Shilo
The other night, a friend of mine
from California, where Mexican
food is king, said, "Let's go out for
some Mexican food." I thought; but
where? Out came the Yellow Pages
- Restaurants, Mexican - "Ah
yes, six listed: Casa Mexico, Cambridge; Casa Romero, Boston, El
Phenix Room, Brighton; Sol Aztec,
Latino, all too expensive and too far
away. Ah, La Pinta, Somerville,
that's close enough to Everett."
Off we went, to Davis Square. We
saw that La Pinta was a two by four
screendoor dive with dirty windows and floor. My stomach turned
as we looked .at it.
On my suggestion, after driving
around in circles, we tried, "T-T's
the Bears" on Pearl St., Central Sq.,
Cambridge. This proved much
more appealing. It looked like a
remake of an old bar lighted by
citronella candles on wooden
tables. There were one-sheet
menus which revealed a place
cheap enough for a student's wallet.
The dishes ranged in price from
$.60 to $2.10. They offered soups,
chili, tacos, selected cheeses,
crepes, blitzes, bagels, salads, and a
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November 8-9
variety of sandwiches.
Saturday-Sunday
My friend got a fair taco, for this
side of the Rockies, along with a WALTER M. BURSE DEBATING SOCIETY COMPETES AT SOUTHERN
bowl of Mexican chili, for $1.70 CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE. NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.
and a Bud for 80 cents. I got a November 11, Tuesday
"Kangaroo" (large tender slices of VETERAN'S DAY, NO CLASSES
roast beef, with salad stuffed in the November 12, Wednesday
Demonstration of Japanese Flower Arrangement,
pocket of Syrian bread) and a glass 10:00 am
President's Conference Room, sponsored by the
of Mateus for $2.40.
Japanese History class. All are invited to attend.
The place was cozy, small and
filled. Only one waitress was on November 13, Thursday
SGA Film Committee sponsors the Bogart film
duty and that made things slow. _ l:OO pm
"The Harder They Fall" a boxing melodrama. In
Other than that, it seemed the eventhe Suffolk University Auditorium, free fo:i: all .
ing meal was turning out great.
Forum
on State Government Intern Program in"the
1:00 pm
Suddenly my friend shrieked
Faculty Dining Room. Sponsored by the Political
"YUCK!" I looked up to see him
Science Association and the Government Department.
spitting a rock from his mouth. The
authentic chili was not clean of all 1:00 pm
A Tribute to Rainer Maria Rilke, his poetry and
the rocks that come packed in the
prose recited in English by Prof. Wilkins and in
German by Leni Fromm, with music by Debussy
chili beans from Mexico.
performed by Ulrike Oeters on flute and Debra
The embarrassed waitress said,
Chung, from MIT, on the piano. All are invited to
"I am sorry, it happens sometimes."
attend, Suffolk University Auditorium.
We left, minus the chili from our
check. Other than the rock, "T-T's" November 14, Friday
"RING DAY" in the Cafeteria. A representative
12:00 pm-4:00 pm
had good food, for reasonable
from Josten's Ring Company will be available to
prices - or at least I thought so. My
help you select your Suffolk University class ring.
friend, however, commented when 2:00 pm-8:00 pm
Rathskeller in the Cafeteria. Beer and wine at
we left, "I think I'm gonna be sick!
nominal prices, good cheer. Open to all Suffolk
Remind me not to want Mexican
students, faculty and staff. Sponsored by the Student Government Association.
food while I'm in Massachusetts,
they just don't know how to cook November 14-16, Friday-Sunday
WALTER M. BURSE DEBATING SOCIETY COMPETES AT UNIVERSITY OF
it."

VERMONT, BURLINGTON AND AT GEORGE MASON UNIVE~SITYt
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA.

Warming Experience
by Patty Fantasia

The western movie set is quiet,
anticipating the filming of the
scene. Lewis stands behind a window on the roof of the building, a
shy yet smug smile on his face; then
the director calls for action.
Lewis jumps through the window,
then turns and shoots two other
cowboys pursuing him. He jumps
across to the neighboring rooftop
and hurries to the edge where a
horse waits below him. He stares
hesitantly at it while the camera
glances back at him. After a momerit of silence he leaps. He lands
on the horse's back, stiffly riding
away and painfully clutching his
groin. It was a shame no one told
him he was supposed to wear a
"cup" to protect his "private parts"
when doing such stunts.
"Hearts of the West" now play1ng at the Cheri Complex and
directed by Howard Zieff, is filled
with colorful scenes like this. It is a
tale set in the depressing decade of
the 30's; that is not depressing here,
however, but refreshing, comical
and entertaining.
Lewis Tater (Jeff Bridges) is the
principal character in the film. He
is a naive but intelligent farm boy
from Iowa who wishes to write
westerns, but finds himself acting
in them instead. Bridges is touching and delightful
as Tater, displaying the right
emotions at the right times to be
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believable in the role.
Alan Arkin's performance as
Kessler, the film's director, is given
with wit and flair as he portrays his
character as a tough know-it-all
type who has been around a long
time and knows the score. One of
the amusing things about Kessler is
that al though he's supposed to be a
top notch director who writes his
own scripts, he has trouble writing
westerns and needs someone else
to help him.
Howard Pike (Andy Griffith) is
perhaps the most complex and
fascinating character in the movie.
He works as an extra in Kessler's
films and helps him write the
scripts for the westerns, but years
before that he was a writer of the
Zane Grey caliber. Now he must
make a decision either to reestablish himself in the writing
field under false pretenses or to
honor the trust of a friend. Griffith
mirrors the insecurities of Pike admirably, and the audience sees
both the rejuvenation and the guilt
that his lie brings.
Blythe Danner proves that she is
attractive in her role as Kessler's
assistant Miss Trout. She is
aggressive and saucy, an exhilnrating example of a liberated
career woman of the 30's.
"Hearts of the West" is one of the
best films to premiere this year; to
view it is an enjoyable and
heartwarming experience.

NO MEETINGS, SCHOOL

November 13, Thursday

Model United Nations, Room F-430B, 1:00 pm
2:30 pm
Meditation Club, organizational meeting, F636A,
1:00 pm-2:30 pm
Film Committee, A-24, 1:00 pm-2:30 pm
Delta Sigma Pi, V-353, 1:00 pm-2:30 pm
Rathskeller Committee meeting, R-2, 1:00 pm 2:30 pm

EARLY REGISTRATION FOR THE~SPRING
SEMESTER 1975
FA CULTY COURSE ADVISING - MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10 through
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1975

Advising will take place in the faculty members' offices. Pick up your class
schedule, your program card and charge and payment card at the following
locations:
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES, DEANS' OFFICE, FENTON BUILDING
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA T/ON, FA CUL TY OFFICE,
45 MO.UNT VERNON STREET

Registration for Returning
Day Division Students
GRADUATE STUDENTS & SENIORS
JUNIORS & SPECIAL STUDENTS
SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN

10 am until 2 pm ONLY
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3
THURSDAY, DECEMBER4

Registratio·n for Returning
Evening Division Students

4:30 pm until 8 pm ONLY

GRADUATE STUDENTS
SENIORS, JUNIORS, SPECIAL STUDENTS
SOPHOMORES, FRESHMEN, SPECIAL STUDENTS

MONDAY, DECEMBER 1
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3
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*****
Registration will take place in the cafeteria of the DONAHUE BUILDING. We
may use only the REAR SECTION and the FACULTY DINING ROOM while regular
cafeteria business goes on as usual. Please keep this in mind when you arrive to
register. The entrance to registration will be through the RIDGEWAY LANE
DOOR. Follow the printed instructions from that point.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE: Do not forget your signed program card and tuition payment.
STATION ONE
STATION TWO
STATION THREE

Portrait of a naive farm hoy from Iowa.

pick up your MASTER CARD
pick up your IBM course cards
proceed to TUITION PAYMENT
and CHECK-OUT

